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CLOUD SERVICES
With the huge growth in cloud computing technologies over the last few years we 
understand the importance of this option for many of our clients. As a result we have 
partnered with a dedicated IT firm to supply Cloud servers (on the Microsoft Azure 
Platform) on which our clients can run Softrader and indeed the rest of the IT 
requirements.

ACCESSIBILITY
Your server will be accessible from anywhere in the world and using Microsoft Remote 
Desktop permits access through iPhone/iPad and Android devices.

SECURITY
Your private connection is provided by VPN giving you a very safe and secure way to 
access data stored on the server. There are inherent advantages to having your data 
stored offsite (theft of hardware, fire etc) as well as this automated back ups and all 
other usual security measures can be handled by the IT provider easily and 
conveniently.

STABILITY
By hosting your server on a worldwide Cloud Computing Platform like Microsoft Azure, 
you benefit from the stability born from constant large scale hardware investment and 
upgrades.

CONVENIENCE
Such a system is platform independent so there is no issue for clients who run either 
Windows or Mac machines or a mixture. It can also be easily integrated with current 
infrastructure if required. Our partner IT firm have top class support services that are 
flexible and scalable to your requirements.

ECONOMY
Cloud servers can be a very economical solution when compared to onsite hardware 
and either an internal IT team or an outsourced firm. There is no need for a local server 
dedicated to Softrader so this is one possible large saving, added to that they require 
little maintenance so support is also less costly.

SCALABILITY
Another great advantage is their scalability, its very easy fast and affordable to upgrade 
its speed and space.

For more information or a free no obligation demonstration on this or any other product 
please do not hesitate to contact Softrader at:

SOFTRADER LTD
2 St Mary’s Court, 
Carleton Forehoe,
Norwich NR9 4AL

Call us on: +44 (0)1603 399 998
Email us at: information@softrader.com
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